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 Tachus 10 is an acoustic based

electronic target system designed

for 10 Meter Air Rifle and Air Pistol

shooting (0.177 Calibre). It is

designed and developed with

feedback from shooters, coaches

and experts across globle.

TACHUS 10

+918618313277, +918495919222

Tachus 10 Electronic Target System uses 4

acoustic sensors to record shots and scores

are displayed in real time in our software

which is compatible with Windows OS.

System comes with 2 years warranty and

can be used for training as well as for

competitions.



Accurate and Consistent (Accuracy is

inline with ISSF Standard)

Simple Installation and handling 

Score detection with self-calibration

method.

Connectivity via RS 232/485 network.

Windows based software with user

friendly Interface.

2 Years Warranty

Low maintenance cost

KEY FEATURES:
1-Excellent Viewing! 

Tachus 10 Software Interface is not

just eye catching but it gives you

instant view of all your shooting data.

It is loaded with very useful features

and details such as Zoom (level 4),

shoot count, series total, inner 10

counts and other individual shot

details.

 

2-Get each detail of your match!

Tachus 10 Electronic target system

helps you with every small detail of your

training. Our Match Report not only

provides you summary of your match

but it gives you details of each shot 's

location, direction, co-ordinates,

distance from centre and time taken for

each shot etc. You can download match

report, save, share or print it.

 

3-Resume Previous Match!

What if you could not complete your old

match due to some reason and you

want to continue same match! Tachus

10 Electronic Target System gives you

the option to reload your previous

match and resume it further. 

 

4-Customize Your Experience!

Customize Your Experience! Tachus 10

Software allows you to customize your

practice.You have options to customize

paper feed timer and match timer. You can

also change pellet and target colors.

 

5-Unparallel Support!

Tachus 10 Software not just records each

detail of your shooting but also collects

information about performance of target

system for our technical team which helps us

to monitor target in case of  support and

service.

THE TRADES

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

www.tachustechnology.com


